INVESTIGATION REPORT – Team 1
Investigation Site

Thundridge, Old Church and Tewin, St Peter

Investigation Date

13th March 2009

Report By

Andrew Fazekas

Team Members

Andy F, Marion

Equipment used
Digital Sound Recorder
Tape Recorder
DVD Recorder
Digital Camera
EMF Meter
Temperature Gauge
Short wave Radio

Thundridge, Old Church
As Andy and Marion waited in the car by the locked gates Marion said to Andy that the small gate to
the right had just opened. He pointed out that there wasn’t a gate there. Marion was walking up lane
had the name Marilyn. Andy experienced nothing paranormal at this location.

Tewin, St Peter
Pre-Vigil
Walking up to the church Marion said to Steph, how lovely it would be to drive up here in a horse and
carriage

Vigil 1 – 22:35 to 23:10
Marion observes a white shape move from right to left behind graves in front of field and gets the name
Madeleine.

Vigil 2 – 23:19 to 23:55
Marion observes a dot of yellow light on roof of small building attached to church.
23:36 Marion gets the name Maxwell.
23:27 Marion hears mans voice to her right.
23:40 Marion feels very alone and observes movement to her right.
23:41 Andy is experiencing a headache when he is seated on his seat. He moves away from the area
and feels that the headache seems to be less painful. However when he sits down in the same
area he reports to Marion that his headache is worse.
23:45 Marion feels lonely and gets the name Sebastian Broome.
23:46 Marion hears the words ‘sixpence for my life. I was robbed and murdered’ … followed by a
pause then the word ‘tinker’.
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23:55 Marion hears a woman say ‘Carriage and horses….They were Rainbow Days’.

Vigil 3 – 00:03 to 00:35
00:08 Marion gets the names Margaret and Beth.
00:18 Marion gets the words pig in a poke and Shaftsbury Avenue.
00:28 Marion hears the name Charlie and pancreatic cancer.
Marion observes a very pretty young woman has just walked up and sat looking at the daffodils. She
has long wavy dark hair that shines. She is in ordinary Victorian/Edwardian country dress. A long
woollen dark green skirt and russet coloured jacket that is fitted at the waist before flaring out for a few
inches. It has a round collar and puffed sleeves and dark brown buttons. Marion also gets the name
Dangerfield (which she also picked up at Codicote).

Post Vigil
DVD footage shows a flash of light near the monument on vigil three which maybe a laser beam from
another team as it moves quickly. What is interesting is that on the first vigil the camera was stationed
in front of the tomb with the tree growing out of it and was left to film on its own. When footage was
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checked there is no film as the camera switches itself off. This is the same location where on a previous
visit Andy’s batteries failed in a camera.
There are no paranormal sounds on sound recordings taken. Marion did have some interesting
photographs in particular one bright orb

Post Investigation – Ghostly headlights on Lower Luton Road?
Driving home from the Tewin Investigation along the Lower Luton Road, Andy and Marion
approached a bend in the road that has a brick wall on one side as part of the railway embankment.
The only other vehicles on this part of the road were the car Andy and Marion were in and a motorbike
behind the car. As Andy and Marion approached the bend, Andy reduced his headlights from full to
normal as he had observed the full beam headlights of a car coming from the other direction being
reflected off a brick wall directly in front of him. However when Andy and Marion drove around the
bend there was no other vehicle in sight and the road was in darkness.
Conclusion
This part of the road is where the road goes in a straight line to Luton and under a bridge. Though this
is some distance away from the brick wall in the bend of the road. The headlights were clearly visible
as those of a car coming the other way and in such a short time span of seconds. Even a vehicle running
around further up the road would have been seen. There was a motorbike behind our vehicle at the time
but he was so close to my rear bumper his lights were on the rear of the car and did not match what was
observed on the wall that were two light beams. The only other non paranormal explanation is that it
was my own car headlights or I was disoriented. However I had reduced my car headlights from full
beam to normal before I got to the bend and the lights from the other direction did not diminish until
we went around the bend and then into total darkness
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